Systolic architectures implement regular algorithms in hardware, in order to obtain high computational throughput. In this paper we provide a modular architect: re for a deconvolution iterative algorithm. The basic module is a systolic array which implement one iteration of the algorithm recently proposed in 111. The algorithm is a generalization of the method to invert non singular polynomial transfer function, previously published in 121. The basic sys tolic module can be repeatedly concatenated in such a way that can be used in real time applications.
INTRODUCTION
Special purpose system with parallel processing can be used for some Digital Signal Processing when high-speed processing is required. Systolic Array Processors allow to obtain high computational throughput for reasonable 1/0 requirements when it is possible to perform repeated calculations on each data item for one or more large input data streams. The simplicity and the regularity of Processing Elements (PES), and their interconexions, as soon as the locality for communications, make this architectures very suitables for Very Larg Scale Integrations (VLSI) . 17 1 , I 31,18 1, Recursive and local data-dependent algorithms are good candidates to be imple ment with systolic architectures. This is the case of a deconvolution algorithm we present here, for which, we provide a systolic realization. In the next lines we in troduce very briefly, the convolution and deconvolution problems.
There are some applications where the recorded information has been previous ly degraded. One of the most common model used, consist of noise added to the signal This work was supported in part by CAICYT under grant no 2906-83.
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which has been distorted by an invariant linear system, that is y = h*x+n ( 1 ) In ( I ) , x denotes the useful information, n the random noise, h the deterministic im pulse responseof the linear system and y the available information ( * is the convolution operator). The deconvolution pro+ blem consist of recovering the information x, for a given degrading system h, a given random process n and a recorded information y. This paper has two main parts. In the first one we present an iterative algg rithm dealing with the inversion of ( 1 ) in a digital fashion. In addition, we assume that the transf9r function of h is defined by a finite impulse response (FIR) , free of zeros on the unit circumference rl41.
Also, in ( 1 ) we have considered n=O. Under such assumptions, for instance, we can always factorize the transfer function,in a product of two factors of finite order, ha ving their zeros inside and outside of r .
This allow us to implement the inversion as a cascade of two systems of minimum and maximum phases 191. However, if we are interested in a real time processing this me thod is not longer valid. The algorithm we present here, overcomes this deficiency.
The second part of the paper, deals with systolic architectures for the algorithm. In the literature, some systolic im plementations has been proposed in the deconvolution area 1 5 1 . For instance, G.L. Li and B.W. Wah 161 provide a realization for the case that all zeros of the transfer function of h lie inside r . This and other cases, as we will see, can be obtained as particularizations of our systolic architecture.
THE GENERAL ALGORITHM
Let HM(z-' 1 be the transfer function of. the degrading system which consist of a real polynomial in z -f of degree M, and it is free of zeros on r . Let R(OCR4M) be the number of roots outside r . It is well
1 ICASSP 86, TOKYO
CH2243-4/86/0000-1165 $1.00 0 1986 IEEE known that, in general, the ideal inverse is stable but not causal. So, if we want to implenient the inverse of (h-1) in a real time environment, we need to approximate the ideal impulse response by a causal one. For that purpose, in 111 it was presented a decomposition of HM(z-l) in og der to carry out the refered real time inversion. Here, and for the sake of comprehensibility, we will repeat the basic arqs ments of 111.
Given HM( z-' ) we look for a 2D polynomial :
where DM(z-') and MMi(z-') ( 1 ,2,...,T) are polynomlals of degree M. Besides, the conditions we want to be satisfied are:
) be a minimum phase P factor , i. e. , Mall zeros and poles insL de r . P is a positive constant to be de termined. About the positive integer number P I we can very easy show from condition (2)-c that it must be equal to the number of roots of HM(z-l) outside r ; i.e., P=R. In o~ der to proof these, we write (2) as: 
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, that is, P=R. Figure I -a gives the array support of the proposed decomposition.
If the decomposition (2) exist, the solution to the convolution equation can be carried out by the following iterative algorithm in the frequency domain:
, where XP(z-l) denotes the p-th estimate of X (2-l) obtained in the p-th iteration. The formulation of (8) in the time domain is given by:
,where x' denotes the p-th estimate of the sample xm obtained in the p-th iteration.
A simple and general d m m
Here, and in order to provide a systolic architecture, we show again a trivial decomposition according to (2), which was already presented in 11 I. The mentioned decomposition can be obtained from the Algebra Fundamental Theorem. Let H+(z-I) and H-(z-' ) be the two factor of HM( z-' ) where the first one contain the M-R roots inside r and the second one the R roots outside r : In order to explain the computing spatial distribution in the array, we will use the expresion (12) transformated after some manipulations in: 
in such a way that the PES row of type B compute the expression:
The PE (R, 0) of type C compute the desired result
In order to compute (14) - (18) correctly, the input data streams must be in jected into the basic module with an empty clock cicle between consecutive data samples. Finure 3 shows the 1/0 data systems for M=7 and R=3.
If we want to obtain several sequen ces {xp} (p=l,2, .... ) , we concatenate as many basic modules as number of iterations are desired. algorithm. Vie have presented a modular configuration such that each basic module performs one iteration of the algorithm. With repeated concatenation of that basic modules we can obtain a deco; volution system for real time applications.
Further studies are needed in order to improve the efficiency of this and others systolic architectures. In that sense, the algorithms expresed by ( 1 2 ) and in 12 [ has been studied in ! l o ] .
